
Given-When-Then

with style



Documentation pattern
not automation language

• Sequence is key

• The purpose is to clearly separate inputs and outputs

• Don't use it to program in plain text, it will hurt!



Not GWT, but GWTWTWT

Given the user Mike logs on  

When the user click on “/home”  

And the user enters “Orbital” in the search box  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Artists”  

And the user clicks on “Find tickets” for the first result  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Tickets”  

And the user clicks on “Buy tickets” for the first result  

Then the page is “/Cart”  

And the user enters “Gorillaz” in the search box  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Artists”  

And the user clicks on “Find tickets” for the first result  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Tickets”  

And the user clicks on “Buy tickets” for the first result  

Then the discount is 10%  



Feature: Bulk purchases

  With bulk or group purchases, we want to incentivise people to place larger orders by providing discounts. 

Scenario outline: Volume discounts

  For ticket sales, we apply volume-based discounts, depending only on the number of items purchased.

Given the following discounts are configured:

| items | discount |

| 2     | 10%      |

| 5     | 15%      |

| 10    | 20%      |

And a user adds <ticket count> tickets  to the shopping cart

Then the user should be shown the <expected discount> discount

Examples: 

| ticket count | expected discount |

| 1            | 0                 |

| 2            | 10%               |

| 4            | 10%               |

| 5            | 15%               |

| 9            | 15%               |

| 10           | 20%               |

| 11           | 20%               |

| 50           | 20%               |
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Examples: Small purchases

⇣

For small purchases ...

⇣

| ticket count | expected discount |

| 1            | 0                 |

| 2            | 10%               |

| 4            | 10%               |



How to make it work

• Explain scope with titles (think of search keywords)

• Explain the purpose in the context 

• Document the feature purpose with examples, not how to 

test it

• Hide the execution process in the automation layer







How to test 
something

Given the user Mike logs on  

When the user click on “/home”  

And the user enters “Orbital” in the search box  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Artists”  

And the user clicks on “Find tickets” for the first result  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Tickets”  

And the user clicks on “Buy tickets” for the first result  

Then the page is “/Cart”  

And the user enters “Gorillaz” in the search box  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Artists”  

And the user clicks on “Find tickets” for the first result  

And the page reloads  

Then the page is “/Tickets”  

And the user clicks on “Buy tickets” for the first result  

Then the discount is 10%  



What it should do

Given the following discounts are configured:

| items | discount |

| 2     | 10%      |

| 5     | 15%      |

| 10    | 20%      |

And a user adds <ticket count> tickets to the shopping cart

Then the user should be shown the <expected discount> discount

Examples: 

| ticket count | expected discount |

| 1            | 0                 |

| 2            | 10%               |

| 4            | 10%               |

| 5            | 15%               |

| 9            | 15%               |

| 10           | 20%               |



https://taxfoundation.org/tax-calculator



https://www.yottaa.com/best-practices-for-creating-a-page-load-performance-sla/



• A new user will be able to create and share a simple 

document in less 10 minutes

• An experienced user will be able to create and share a 

simple document in 5 minutes

• A new user will be able to create and share a medium-

complexity document in 20 minutes



https://www.justinmind.com/blog/20-inspiring-web-and-mobile-wireframe-and-prototype-examples/







Preconditions: "Given"

• Explain the required state, not how to get there

• Keep only inputs directly impacting outputs

• Hide all other prerequisites in the automation layer

• Document key boundary cases, not just happy day 



Topic under test: "When"

• Focus on the action or feature being tested 

• Ideally focus on a single statement

• Avoid listing preconditions -> Given

• Avoid describing the process of testing -> automation



Expectations: "Then"

• Explain the expected state, not how to get there

• List all the key outputs of the process

• Avoid chaining into the next scenario 

• Hide clean-up tasks into the automation layer





https://specflow.org/news/


